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QUESTION 1

What are the benefits of loading data into WOS? 

A. The data is cached in memory for quick access. 

B. The data is able to be queried as soon as it is loaded. 

C. The data is broken out into projections. 

D. The data is sorted. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference:https://my.vertica.com/docs/6.1.x/HTML/index.htm#10825.htm#o20112 

 

QUESTION 2

What is local segmentation capability in Vertica? 

A. Vertica automatically splits current segments in half to redistribute them to new nodes. 

B. Vertica automatically partitions the data, allowing partitions to be dropped and recreated on new nodes. 

C. Vertica automatically creates more segments than are currently needed, allowing some segments to be moved to
new nodes as needed. 

D. Vertica automatically partitions the segmented data, allowing some partitions to be moved to new nodes as needed. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference:http://vertica-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=5andt=874 

 

QUESTION 3

Which task consolidates data containers, sorting, compressing, and purging data as needed? 

A. mergesync 

B. movesync 

C. mergeout 

D. moveout 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference:https://my.vertica.com/docs/6.1.x/HTML/index.htm#2624.htm#o14826 
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QUESTION 4

What are the standard clauses in an analytics query? 

A. It includes a PARTITION clause, with required over_clause, order_clause, and frame_clause. 

B. It includes an OVER clause, with required partition_clause, order_clause, and frame_clause 

C. It includes an OVER clause, with optional partition_clause, order_clause, and frame_clause. 

D. It includes a PARTITION clause, with optional over_clause, order_clause, and frame clause. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a benefit of having identically-sorted buddy projections? 

A. improved storage usage, since Vertica shares data files 

B. more efficient use of disk since the data is only on one node 

C. better query performance, since Vertica gets half the data from each projection 

D. fast recovery of a down node 

Correct Answer: D 
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